A new formulation of the generalized linear least squares problem is given.
1.
Introduction. An important problem that has been treated at length in the numerical literature is the linear least squares problem: find the «-dimensional vector x that minimizes (1) IICx-^ll2 =(Cx-y)T(Cx-y),
where C is a given real m by n matrix, y is a given real w-dimensional vector and superscript T denotes transpose. See for example [2] to [14] .
A closely related problem is the generalized linear least squares problem: find x that minimizes (2) (Cx-y)TW\Cx-y),
where in addition W is a given real symmetric positive definite m by m matrix. Perhaps the main use of this latter numerical problem is in the estimation of linear systems, see for example [15] and [16] . In such problems the vector^ of measurements is given where y is known to be related to x by (3) y = Cx + w, w being an unknown noise vector with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix (covariance matrix) a2 W. Here W is a known m by m nonnegative definite matrix, and a2
is an unknown nonnegative scalar. That is, if E(-) is used to denote the expected value, (4) E(w) = 0, E(wwT) = o2W.
For this linear model, the vector x that minimizes (2) is called the least squares estimate of x, and its properties are discussed in [15] . The IV-1 in (2) can be thought of as a way of taking into account the relative importance of noise elements, and the minimi-zation then finds x corresponding to "smallest" noise in (3) . A good introduction to the statistical ideas here is given in [16] . The numerical solution of this problem has not been fully treated in the literature, although methods are available. However, a method such as that described in [10, p. 185] and used in [17] and [8] and elsewhere in the numerical, engineering, econometric, and statistical literatures, can be numerically unstable when W in (2) is close to singular, and fail completely when W is singular. Bjórck [1] has designed a method to handle less than full rank W, and his method will work well when the nonzero eigenvalues of W are all of the same order. However, it is unstable in that it can lose accuracy unnecessarily when W is ill-conditioned for solution of equations.
It is the purpose of this paper to examine the problem in the setting of (2) and (3) in order to produce a natural formulation and solution. A proof of numerical stability of the algorithm will be given, along with a perturbation analysis for the whole problem. One advantage of the present method is that it follows directly from the new formulation of the problem, and this formulation appears to be the most natural and general one for the problem. Another advantage is that both formulation and method combine to give a reasonable perturbation analysis of the problem.
2. Problem Formulation. The formulation in (2) breaks down when W is singular, and yet a positive semidefinite W in (4) is perfectly meaningful. Here a formulation which allows any matrix C and any symmetric nonnegative definite W will be given.
Any such m by m W of rank k has a factorization
where B is m by k of rank k. For example, the Cholesky factorization W = LLT could be carried out as in [10, p. 124] , ensuring that a column of the lower triangular matrix L is zero whenever its diagonal element is also zero. B would then be obtained by deleting the zero columns of L. The decomposition can also be arranged to have L upper triangular. If there is uncertainty about the rank of W, it might be preferable to use the eigendecomposition of W.
In (4) and (5) B is a more basic matrix than W, and will often be directly available. Since computing W from a given B can lose information (see for example [6] ), we will assume from now on that B is given.
It can be shown that a random vector w satisfying (4) with (5) can be expressed
where v is a ^-dimensional random vector. As a result, (3), (4), and (5) give the linear model (7) y = Cx+ Bv, E(v) = 0, E(wT) = a2I.
Since all the elements of v can be treated equally, it makes sense to formulate the problem as /g\ minimize vTv subject to y = Cx + Bv.
This is a very general formulation in that it allows all C and B, and any y that could have come from the linear model (7 [17] ). Rao's approach does not lead directly to good computations and does not appear to offer any advantages for special problems.
3. Problem Solution. C. L. Lawson and the referee both pointed out that once the realization is made that the problem can be formulated as in (8), the solution is fairly straightforward. For example (8) could be expressed as
a simple equality-constrained least squares problem. One of the general methods in [10] could then be applied. The method in [10, Chapter 20] appears to be the most numerically reliable of these, although no rounding error analysis is given. The method in [10,
Chapter 21] has the same type of numerical instability we are trying to avoid here. If we extend the approach in [10, Chapter 20 ] to the rank deficient case, we will find orthogonal matrices Q and P to give
The constraints then become Twx = sx, s2 = 0.
The first of these can always be solved for w,, but for consistency y must be such that the second automatically holds. We then need only solve minimize \\P22w2 4-.P2..v. || for w2 and then reconstruct x and v.
Using such a well-known technique could save time in finding solutions to problems of the form (8) for general C and B. However, such an approach does not treat x, v, C, B separately. In the statistical context where such problems usually arise, x is a vector of parameters while v is a noise vector, and it is important in the analysis to treat them separately. Here we will give a numerically stable algorithm that takes advantage of the special form of (8), and maintains x, v, C, B as separate throughout. This will allow us to carry out a perturbation analysis of the problem based on the resulting decompositions. For problems with special structure, as for example in [17] , it is also important to maintain x, v, C, B as separate during the computation.
First, decompose C as is usual in the ordinary least squares problem [4] , [6] (9) QTC = ( J, j = (J). Q = (öi> 22) orthogonal, so that /? has full row rank. Column pivoting can be used; or if there is some uncertainty as to the rank of C, the singular value decomposition of C could be obtained [7] . The constraints in (8) (11) QTy = QlBv.
Since R has full row rank, (10) can always be solved for x once v is given, and so (11) gives the constraints on v, and (8) becomes (12) min vTv subject to Q2y = Q2Bv.
Next, decompose (13) QlBP = (0, S), P = iPx, P2) orthogonal, so that S has full column rank. Row pivoting can be used, as can the singular value decomposition. The solution to (12) is then (14) fj = P2Û, where Su = Ojy.
Since S has full column rank, û is unique if the set of equations is consistent, and so 0 is unique. These equations will be consistent if the constraints can be satisfied in (8) , that is, if the original linear model is correct. Thus, a check can be provided on the correctness of the model. If Q2B has full row rank, then S in (13) can be made triangular, in this case solve (14) 
= Qfil -BP2S~X QTxQl)y = Gy say.
If R is square, solve for the unique solution x. Otherwise, there will be many x satisfying (17); and we will usually want the solution x with minimum 2-norm, so decompose (18) RP = iRPx ,RP2)= (0, R), P orthogonal, so that R is triangular. Row pivoting can be used, while if the singular value decompo-sition was used in (9), P2 and R (diagonal) would already be available. Then (19) x=P2z, where Rz = b, and z, and so x, can easily be computed.
The matrix P2 can effectively be kept and used in (19). The matrix ß in (9) could be kept for forming b in (17) , or it need not be kept if QTB is formed at the same time as QTC and QTy are formed. Again, P could be kept for forming b, if only Q2B is transformed in (13) . P need not be kept if rtlft ~Tnn lQTtBPt Q1BPA (L7 F\ (20) Q?bp= ^ o s j =^o sj say is formed. In this case if B has special form such as upper triangular, it could be advantageous to carry out the P and Q transformations together, making careful use of rotations to maintain the triangular form throughout. This would result in S and LT being upper triangular. If B has lower triangular form, the computations in (9) and (13) can be rearranged to maintain this form too. This latter form has been programmed in ALGOLW by Stavros Kourouklis [18] for the McGill University IBM 370 system.
Some properties of the problem will be clarified by examining the matrices appearing in this method of solution. From (9) we see that the columns of Qx span R(0, the range of C, so the columns of Q2 span the orthogonal complement of R(C)", -hat is, the columns of Q2 span the space of all vectors q such that qTC = 0. Next from (13) and ( This means that the columns of (ß., Q2QX) span K(Q + R(B). So for the model (7) to be meaningful we need y G R(Q 4-R(B), that is Q2Q2y = 0. If this is so, then from (10) and (11) we see that v will be chosen to account for Q^Q2y, and then x will be chosen to account for the rest. In other words, \\Q2 Q2y\\ will give a measure of how wrong y is for this model; and when y is allowable, ||ß^ßJVll shows how much of y can only be accounted for by noise.
4. Properties of the Estimator. For a given measurement vector y, x in (19) is our least squares estimate of x in (7). Now since v is a random vector in (7), y is a random vector before it is measured; and then x which is a linear function of v, see (17) , will also be a random vector, called the estimator of x. Here we examine some of the important properties of x as an estimator of x. We have seen that x is the minimum 2-norm solution of (17) . From (13) From (7) it follows that
If R is square, it is nonsingular, and (25) E(x-x) = 0, H=o2R-xLTLR~T, so x is an unbiased estimator of x whose covariance matrix H has the right-hand factor oLR~T. If R is upper triangular and L is lower triangular, then this factor is lower triangular.
If R which has full row rank is not square, then C in (7) and (9) has less than full column rank. In this case write
where U(C) is the null space of C. Then x is an unbiased estimator of xc, with covariance matrix, from (18) and (24) (27) o^R-'LTLR-TpT. The constraints (30) have the same form as in (8), so we can proceed as in (9) and (20) (32) **-(?)• BTF-ifî).
Perturbation Analysis. It is important to understand what effect changes in
where ß = (ß., ß2), P = (Pj, P2) are orthogonal, and R and ST have full row rank.
In the following, superscript 4-will denote the pseudo-inverse, and a(-) will denote the smallest nonzero singular value, so for example in (15) ( 
33)
S+=S~xQl, 115+11 = l/a(S), where || • || will always denote the 2-norm.
Combining (30) and (32) shows that the constraints on bv are (34) Q\by = QlBbv = SP^bv, and this must be a consistent system for the perturbation to be meaningful for this problem. We can then express bv = Pxzx +P2z2, z2 = S+Qlby, for all z j. Substituting this in (29) and taking the derivative with respect to z. gives (35) z, = -PTxv, bv = P2S + Qlby -PxPxTv.
The first term in (35) can easily be bounded, but the second is more difficult. From (14) (36) P¡Tv = PxTP2S+Q¡y=PxTP2P¡v, and we will seek an expression for PXP2-To do this we first consider Q2QX. Combining (9) and (32), and realizing that R has full row rank, We now obtain an expression for bx, the smallest Sx in (29) Note that for large 0 this second term can be quite large, this is the equivalent of the possibly large residual term in the analyses in [3] , [9] , [12] , [13] , Happily we note that if the perturbations are sufficiently small, and C and C have the same rank, while S and S do too, then a(C) and a(S) in (46) can effectively be replaced by a(C) and a(S), respectively, where a(S) = a(Q2B), and the columns of Q2 form an orthogonal basis for the null space of CT. In this case it is the smallest nonzero singular value of C and that of the projection of B onto the null space of CT, which determine the condition of the problem.
If a tighter bound than (46) is needed, we can write (bCx\ ibBxx SÄ,, \ (s« tf-c-y. <**-(Mii 8fl;;j, «*,.
and use (41) to give (57> QlbBPx = bB2xPTxPx + bB22S+(bC2R+LT -Q¡bBPx),
where we assume the denominator is positive. For small errors this bound is nearly ||5Z?21||. These results can be used to bound the second term on the right-hand side of (44). For the first term we use (59) ßf = (ßfß1,ß/,ß2)ßr, /=1,2, with (31), (56), (14), (37) and (52) 
From the expressions we have derived we could produce a correct, fairly tight, but extremely messy a priori bound on ||5x||. Instead we will assume the perturbations are small enough to ignore some of the second order error terms. Thus, if C and C have the same rank, and S and S have the same rank, we effectively have from (44), (60) 6. Rounding Error Analysis. The analysis of the most likely computation will be
given. This will occur when orthogonal-triangular decompositions are used in (9) and (13) rather than singular value decompositions, and when R in (9) and S in (13) are both square. This last will always occur when C has full column rank and B is square in (7) and ( 
\\EX || = e.||CH, ||£-2|| = e2 HAH, \\by\\ = e0\\y\\, where ß and P are orthogonal, and R etc. are the computed results. We see that this holds whether ß is applied first and then followed by P, or the two transformations R,LT,F,y\ 0, 0, S,y2)'
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use are "interleaved" as in [18] . In the presence of rounding errors it can be shown that the computed solution x, u of (64) satisfies (68) II-Ç3II = e3llCH-= e4||.SP2||.
Es
Combining (67) and (68) shows that x and û give the exact solution of (8) 
that is, the computed solution is exact for a nearby problem. Note that the computed R and L are exact for the data C + Ex, B ; and that R differs by E3 from the true matrix corresponding to (69), while L is correct. As a result, the algorithm is numerically stable for computing the estimate x and is also numerically stable for computing full available information R and L on the covariance matrix in (24) . Since the triple x, R, L is not exact for (69), but is very close to the exact solution of (69), the statement that the algorithm is numerically stable for this triple can be interpreted in the wide sense described by Stewart [19, p. 76 ].
7. Comments. The rounding error analysis does not say that RTXLT in (25) can be computed in a numerically stable way, and so it has not been shown that the algorithm is stable for computing the covariance matrix factor. However, it is the author's opinion that (24) gives a more general and useful representation of the covariance matrix than the more standard (25) or (27), and the algorithm is numerically stable for computing R and L in (24) . In this wider sense the algorithm can be said to be stable for finding the covariance matrix representation.
The cases where either R in (9) or S in (13) is square and nearly singular, or not square, can lead to difficulties in deciding just what ranks are meaningful for any given problem. This has been examined in [14] for the ordinary linear least squares problem, and needs further work here. Finally, it is the author's opinion that the formulation (8) of the problem contributes greatly to its solution and analysis, as well as generalizing the problem. For example, if the formulation (8) is used for the ordinary least squares case of B = I, then it seems to lead to a slightly easier perturbation analysis, and in the general case (8) makes the perturbation analysis definitely more tractable . Also, since y = Cx + Bv is now just a set of constraints, it is clear that the transformation in (9) can be carried out by any well-conditioned nonsingular matrix Q. Then it is clear that the algorithm can often be speeded up by using stabilized nonunitary transformations [11], [21] .
